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Spring has come to campus at Wright State, bringing with
it a sight rarely seen all winter. Students are out full force
on the Quad along with various performe rs, vendors and
the "Quad Gods."
Students can be found cooling off in the moat in front of
Allyn Hall while musician s play music to the crowd that
gathers between classes to socialize and enjoy the
weather.
The preacher s have also arrived at WSU, handing out little
green bibles and spreadin g their opinions to others. The
"Quad God" is a topic of Interest in the Opinion section
this week, and students were given a chance to voice their
opinions on the subject in the Raider Voices.
Below, right and above right by Mark Mowrey above center and above left by
Adam Roe
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Phi Sigma Phi gives away 98 Buick Century
1

By HEATHER M. BiSHARA
Assistant News Editor

Phi Sigma Phi fraternity will be hosting a
booth at Zetapalooza in which students may
win a 1998 Buick Century.
The car, donated by Steve Austin's Auto
Group of Bellefontaine, will be given to the
person who wins a race through an obstacle
course in which people dive under obstacles,

--

By KIM FRICKE
Staff Writer
The Student Government meeting May 15 was attended by two
students expressing their dismay
with the housing policies at Wright
State University. Rose Hill, senior
Psychology major and Debra

jump over couches, go through tires and eat a
piece ofMarco' s pizza at the end, all with their
hands in hand cuffs. The winner of the course
then has the chance to hit for a hole in one. Men
will attempt a 165 yard shot and women will
try for a 150 yard shot. "For those of you who
have never played golf before, a 165 yard shot
is not that hard," said Jeff Austin, Phi Sigma
Phi member and coordinator ofthe fraternity's
booth for Zetapalooza.

Adams,junior Marketing and Management major, have discovered
that billing for their apartment in
Forest Lane does not coincide with
the WSU academic year.
According to the students, if
they plan to stay in their apartment
until June 12, the end of Spring
Quarter, they will be expected to
pay a pro-rated amount for any
time spent passed the end of their
housing term, May 26.
"Why would a housing agreement I signed with WSU have different terms than WSU' s academic
schedule," asked Hill.

The fraternity will charge one dollar to try
to win the obstacle course and take the hole in
one shot and two dollars to skip the obstacle
course and just take the shot. The proceeds
from the booth will go towards their philanthropy, the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation.
"We do four major philanthropic events a
year. We have established ourselves as a fraternity that does more than just drink and have
a good time. Fraternities are about using each

Members of SG had no prior
knowledge of any such occurrence
and have planned to ask Dan
Bertsos, director ofResidence Services, to attend t~e next meeting in
order to answer any questions.
Also discussed at the SG meeting was the add/drop policy that
has been passed by Faculty Senate,
but will not be implemented until it
goes before the Student Affairs
Board of Trustees on May 29.
According to Jeff Gardner,
College of Engineering and Computer Science representative, when
the policy was brought in front of
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Wednesday, May 20
• Bible Study sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union at noon
in 279 Millet.
• "The Life in Samuel" a bible
study sponsored by Life and Truth
from noon to 1 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting at
3:15p.m.in W025StudentUnion.
•Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Organizations Offices in the Student Union.
• AARC executive board
meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 7:30 p.m., for
information call Monica at 7756986.
• AARC meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 8
p.m., for information call Monica
. at 775-6986.

Thursday, May 21
• Storyhour If You Give a Pig
a Pancake at 10:30a.m. at Barnes
& Noble Booksellers
• Bible Investigation Group
discussion about "Moving Beyond Your Problems" at noon in
W025 Student Union.
• Co-Ed Bible Study on I Peter, sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship in the Formal Lounge ofthe Student Union
at 7 p.m.
• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by the Baptist Student
Union at 7 p.m. in Campus Ministry.
• Bible Study sponsored by
Campus Bible Fellowship in 162
Rike Hall at 7 p.m.

• Sci/Fi Fantasy Book Club at
Barnes & Noble Booksellers will
discuss The Hobbit.
• "Primetime" sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ at 7: 30
p.m. in El63 Student Union.
• Talent Show sponsored by
UAB at7:30p.m. in theRatskellar.
Friday, May 22
• Last day for freshman to drop
a class with a grade of a "W".
• Bible Study, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union at noon in
279 Millett.
• Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m.
and 1-2 p.m. in 350 Oelman Hall
sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship.
• AARC meeting at 2 p.m. in
El63 Student Union.
• StudentGovernmentMeeting
in El57 Student Union at 5 p.m.
• Men's Bible Study on Leadership sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 5:45 p.m.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets at 7:30 p.m. in 116
Health Sciences building.
Saturday, May 23
•Women's Bible Study on Ruth
&Esther, sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 10 a.m.

Monday, May 25
• Memorial Day- no classes,
university closed.
Tuesday, May 26
• Last day to apply for August
graduation.
Wednesday, May 27
• Summer billing begins.
• Coffeehouse sponsored by
UAB at 7 p.m .. in the Upper
Hearth Lounge
• Bible Study sponsored by
theBaptistStudentUnionatnoon
in 279 Millet.
• "The Life in Samuel" a bible
study sponsored by Life and Truth
from noon to 1 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting at
3:15 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.
•Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at7 p.m. in the Student Union
Organizations Offices in the Student Union.
• AARC executive board
meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 7:30 p.m., for
information call Monica at 7756986.
• AARC meeting in the Forest Lane Community Center at 8
p.m., for information call Monica
at 775-6986.

If your organization would like its meetings and events placed in The
Guardian's calendar, contact Am~ Pr:yor
at 775-5538.

other's resources to help the communi~e
advantage of forty guys with resource1Vif
directed towards one goal, something fantastic can be created. This is what prompted us
toward this idea," said Austin.The booth will
be open 12-5 on May 30 atZetapalooza which
is being held in the area between the intramural softball field and Lot Four, close to Meijer.
For more information about the booth, or
Phi Sigma Phi, call Preston at 775-6655.

the General Faculty the add portion ofthe policy was shot down by
a two-thirds majority vote. When
the time came for the drop portion
of the policy to be voted on, however, the forum had been lost due to
the fact that a majority of the professors had left to teach classes.
The drop portion of the policy was
passed without a vote.
Gardner also announced that
interviews for Director of Public
Safety have been completed and
the committee is now gathering
their final thoughts for a decision.
Quarterly rates for College Park
have increased by approximately
ten percent. According to the information submitted by Jason
Landsdale, student elections commissioner, this increase is part of a
three year adjustment to equalize
rates between College Park and
Forest Lane.
The current rate increase will
stay in place for two additional

years, while Forest Lane rates are
minimized.
This increase is also due to anticipated construction ofnew buildings as part of the Long Range
Campus Housing plan.
Other quarterly rate increases
include Forest Lane which is up by
three percent, Woods rooms which
are up by approximately two and a
half percent and the Village rates
which are up by five percent.
Also announced at the SG meeting, an informal group assessing
safety issues at WSU will be forming for the summer or early fall.
All those interested in running
for SG Cabinet p~sitions can tum
in their resumes accompanied by a
cover letter to the SG office located at W024 Student Union.
The interviews will be held June
1-4.
Student Government meetings
are held every Friday at 5:00 p.m.
in El57 Student Union

Cam us Crime Re ort
ARSON/RELATED OFFENSES
May 14: An AMS employee
reported a broken window pane
in the third floor Laurel Hall
lounge.
May 15: A Dayton resident
reported criminal damaging to a
car in Lot 2.
May 17: A Fairborn resident
reported a broken fog light in
front of the Student Union.

INCIDENT
May 15: Officers were dispatched to Laurel Hall on the
report ofpeople shooting a pellet
gun in a hall.
LARCENYffHEFT
May 11: A Dayton resident
reported the theft of a roll of
stamps and a dispenser, valued
at $35 from an office in the Student Union.
May 12: A Village resident
reported the theft ofa laptop computer, valued at $800 from the
Russ Engineering Center.
May 13: Two WSU employees reported the theft of change,
various food items, a calculator,
two pagers, a wheelchair and
various make-up items valued at

$1380 from the Student Union.
May 13: A Bellbrook resident reported the theft of a pager
from the locker rooms in the Student Union.
May 14: A Fairborn resident
reported the theft of a CD player,
a radar detector, CDs, a cell phone
and cash valued at $855 from a
car in Lot 4.
May 15: A Barnes & Noble
employee reported the theft of
three textbooks valued at $235
from the campus bookstore.
May 15: A Cedar Hall resident reported the theft of a CD
player from a car in Lot 4.

OFFENSE OF PUBLIC
PEACE
May 14: A Forest Lane resident reported a telephone harassment complaint.
THEFT/FRAUD:
May 14: A Wright State employee reported the recovery of
stolen property from the Woods
in Sequoia Hall.
For more information on
Crime Reports see Pub~
Safety's Web Site at htt.
www.wright.edu/admin/safety/
index.html.
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Rike Hall damaged in construction accident

B.ATHER M. BIS HARA
As~istant News Editor

Rike Hall sustained minor damage when
a piece of heavy equipment
used in the construction of
the new building crashed
into the skylight above the
rear entrance.
"The driver of the boom
truck was installing steel
stairways and his outrigger
sunk in the ground, even
though he was only lifting
200 pounds, throwing the
truck off balance . The
outrigger threw the boom
out too far, accelerating the whole problem.
The weight of the crane caused the truck to
tip and once the boom struck the building the
boom collapsed and bent" said Tim
Thoroughman, university engineer.

The driver of the truck was not injured,
though the truck carrying the boom did tip
on its side.
"We're very fortunate that where the
boom struck the building no one
was around and no one was hurt.
The operator of the truck also
avoided injury by bailing out of
the truck," said Thoroughman.
The skylight, broken by the
boom, will eventually be replaced by the construction company working on the new building. The skylight will be weather
proofed until a new window is ~
available.
~
"The insurance company of~
the construction company will replace the
>skylight and two big cranes came in to clear .c
the boom truck," said Thoroughman.
~ -,
"We were very very fortunate with the~ way it happened," said Thoroughman.

j

a..'-------------------------------____.

Inter Club Council elects officers for next year

By KATHERIN GUTWEIN
For The Guardian

Wright State University's Inter
Club Council elected its officers for
the 1998-1999 school year on April
22.
The new officers are Byrd
Prillerman, president; Patrick
Dickey, director of administration;
Mark Wolf, director of activities
and Tom Wolf, rules committee
chair.
"There won't really be any
changes next year. Jen Lenner did a
good job as president this year and I
will follow a lot of what she did,"
said Prillerman.
ICC will continue to help with

events such as Fall Fest, Welcome
Week and May Daze, butPrillerman
hopes that visibility for the organization will be better.
''There are a lot of people on
campus that don't understand what
ICC is. I know ofstudents who have
been here for a couple years and
don't know where our office is. I
hope we can improve that," said
Prillerman. One goal is to work
harder to reach incoming freshman
with information on ICC, according
to Prillerman.
"I will be here doing various
things over the summer, so I plan on
having the office open sometimes
and making myself known to new
students. This should help them

knowwherethingsareatandwhoto
talk to," said Prillerman.
He also wants to make returning
students aware of what ICC can do
for them.
"Weareanorganizationherefor
students. We can help individuals
get information on starting new
clubs, what to do and who to contact.
Wecangivetheminformationabout
the groups on campus," said
Prillerman.
According toPrillerman, the biggestchallengeforICCmaybereaching the campus organizations.
"Any organization concerned
about students should be a part of
ICC, but many are not. There are
over 100 clubs at WSU and about 80

havebeeni~volvedwithusthisyear,
not all of them are consistently active though," said Prillerman.
He feels that organizations may
not realize the benefits of actively
working with ICC.
"ICC can provide 50 free copies
per week, announce events in our
newsletter and at meetings, provide
office space and secure dates for
using the multipurpose room for
organization parties through our lottery ," said Prillerman.
Any group on campus can receive these privileges providing
they have at least 60 percent attendance at ICC meetings. "Attendance is very important. It lets down
a lot, especially this time ofyear, but

we want people to stay interested.
Things can get cut and dry, so hopefully we can do some fun things as
well," said Prillerman.
He encourages clubs and interested students to attend the ICC
meetings in order to discuss issues
facingstudentgroupsandtofindout
about events on campus.
"People may find information
aboutpolicies,events andorganizations they may not get anywhere
else," said Prillerman.
Anyone interested in ICC can
attend the general meeting every
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Student
Union dining room. ICC can be
contacted in W033 of the Student
Union or by calling 775-5504.

Take Back the Night marches on despite rain

represent part of the problem.
Ken Reilly, a senior who heard Koestner assault survivors at WSU.
"I know that these people were here in speak.
A follow-up meeting will be held in the
support, but it was very hard to get past the
The morning session for faculty and staff offices of Student Life May 20 at 7 p.m. Sues
Wright State University's Take Back the anger at what they represent," said Stacey was attended by a group of about fifty, who hopes to get feedback and help students interNightMarchcommenced withapoortumout Distel, member of the Association for heard different strategies for helping sexual ested in an activism network.
due to rainy weather. Approximately ten stu- Women's Equality.
"Some of the television media were here,
dents and two staff members were in attenand they couldn't get that they were not aldance.
"Small, but mighty," said Amy Sues, as- lowed to film survivors speaking," Sues said.
sistant director of Student Life and staff advi- "These are real people, and they are telling
sor on the event. Kim Streeter,junior Psychol- what really happened to them, with real names
ogy major said, "It was a really good vibe, a of other people in the community. You can't
tributor to Aero Brush, the newsletter of the
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
really unifying experience."
film that, period."
American
Society of Aviation Artists.
Assistant News Editor
Sues said she was pleased with the efforts
"There has been a lot of really positive
'~ero Brush is a quarterly in-house
ofthestudentinchargeofthemarch,Meghan feedback about the whole experience, and
Aviation history and art author, Ann organization for the American Society of
Cole. 'This has to be about the students and much of it has come from men," Sues said.
Lewis Cooper will be speaking at Wright Aviation Artists (ASAA). The design/focus
what they want, not what we think is good for "That's very exciting."
State University as part ofthe WSU Friends is on aviation art as a common device for a
them," Sues said. "Meghan did an outstanding
Sexual Assault Awareness Week was also
of the Libraries Nineteenth Annual Lun- widely spread group of artists in Pakistan,
job under really adverse conditions."
marked by two presentations by Katie
cheon on May 21 in the Berry Room of the Australia, Canada, England and the U.S.A.
The march was preceded by a public Koestner, a campus sexual assault survivor
Nutter Centec
I write out of my home and currently prints~ out in the Amphitheater, marked by and national activist. The evening session
Cooper has been writing since 1981 and ing has been moved to Quins Printing Cenhas published more than 700 articles and
Kiic rain and lightening. The presence of which was open to the public drew a crowd of
several uniformed safety officers and the local one hundred twenty•
ff A
ff
four books on aviation art and history. Curmedia created tension according to the speak"She was a really powerful speaker, and I
rently she is the editor and a regular conJ-l
ers; -Many• women present-felt--that- police- ---thinkshe.got.a.lot..of-people.tbinking;.~.said... ------- ------------------·------------------·-----

By ANGELLE HANEY
Staff Writer

Aviation history and art author
coming to Nutter Center

See
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OPINION

Speak easy on·the Qua

It has gotten warm again and the quad life has
begun again. Booths selling baked goods, raffle
tickets and many ideas line the heavily travel
area between Allyn, Millett, Fawcett and
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Letters to the Editor

•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty,
administrators and staff

•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
• E-mail to
s001 ncn@discover.Wright.edu

With the new warm weather also comes
preachers who have their own ideas of religion and how to get that message to the
students of WSU. Now, these folks come here
because they can. Wright State is a public institution, so it is and should be a bastion of free speech. While
these preachers, affectionately called the Quad Gods, are
free to say what they want they should really work on their
delivery.
Even the most devout Christians on campus cringe at the
thought of these self-proclaimed ministers of the Gospe1 coming
and they do come. Every year like clock work, they are here trying
to save souls, but missing the mark.
The Guardian hopes that the preachers will trim their style to be
more appropriate and less damning in the future, and that students
won't pigeonhole the other active and worthwhile religious
organizations on campus into the same group as the Q u a d ~
Gods. Their tactics and message is totally different.
A last phenomenan we would like to discuss is student
response to the preachers. It is almost like a bad talk show.
One or two students going head to head with one of the
speakers.
While we support the right of everyone to express
themselves in the way they see fit. Arguing with
......
someone about their religious ideas is a futile and _.....,_
rather crazy endeavor.
So, rather than yelling and screaming at the
Quad Gods pass them by, don't listen. It only
brings more people and attention to their cause
when you do. And really, none of us want that.

Graphic by
Alexis Larsen

~~--,,,,,,_-

What do you think of the Quad Gods?

"I don't think they understand the way religion is. They force it upon everybody."

"I never listen to them. They have the _right
to say what they want, though if you don't
like what they _have to say, don't listen."

"I think they are amusing. They have a right
to say what they want until they start insulting students. They don't pay tuition we do."

"I never sit and listen, I just don't pay attention. I think it's okay that they sit out there
but I don't like the way they approach people."

"I have no problem with them preaching, but
they need to be more open to contradicting
views, accept student's views and take criticism better."

"I think they're full of shit. Everybody has
the right to be out there because of fr
of speech. But people going to hell
~
they're wearing a tank top? If that's his god,
I feel sorry for him."

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
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What I learned in college? more·than my ss#

With only two more issues of The
Guardian left in my last year at Wright
State, I have begun my reevaluation of
what it is I'm doing here. Yes, I have
spent much ofmy time here, at the newspaper, frantically working to complete
yet another issue. It could possibly be
from here that I will take many of my
lessons.
Between just how hard one can push
one's body and mind, hours staring at the
By Craig
computer screen, fighting back the urge
Napier
to come unglued at the current distraction forming in the office, it has been an exercise in love,
because I do love the entire newspapering process, and hate,
sometimes a job is a job, but most of all it has taught me
perseverance. I've realized the great things talented, energetic people can do as a group.Not that perfection is the goal,
but a close proximity too itis what we look for.
A student newspaper at a
college with no real

fonnal journalism program can not and will not be the New
York Times, but we do try. We're very trying.
It is this experience I will try to sell prospective employers as a major reason they should want me to work for them.
It is the confidence I have gained as a student journalist, the
management of our small business and the responsibility
found there that I will be explaining as my unique gift to
whatever the position I want.
This is what I want to tell all you underclassmen and
women, get involved. No, I am not a Rhodes Scholar my
grade point average is above tepid, but only barely. However, I have spent years working two jobs and attending
classes, paying for my own education. Tell me about the real
world. There is no real world that could be worse than my
usual 50 hours of work plus homework and studying for a
full load of classes.
T h i s
makes
me

think the "real" world is cake, however I know it isn't. Like
many of us about to get the hell out of here, I too have a lot
of anxieties as to what will happen once I leave. The real
world may not have anything on the work I have done for the
last four years, but I doubt it will be quite as forgiving ifl fall
right on my face as I have a few times while I was in school.
Oh, well just the same as a lot of us seniors I believe, but
I wonder after the years I've spent in pursuit of the piece of
paper what I really did learn. A little here, a little there and
a lot about sleepless nights and production at all costs
situations.
I think personally through all the trials and tribulations
I've withstood here at WSU, I have also solidified many of
the ways I believe people should act toward one another.
Many of you have read my spoutings over the years, and
being busy has only let me see that if you are working hard,
getting an appropriate amount of recreation and treating
people how you wish to be treated then this crazy rambling
life is pretty good most of the time.

Letter on SG elections misinformed Softball should have
about voting booth and ballot bags found riew coaches
In response to Emma Croisants
misformed letter about the recent
Student Government elections.
First more privacy would have been
given in tenns of a voting booth
and ballot bags, but the Student
Election Commission (SEC) borrows those items from either the
Greene or Montgomery County
Board of Elections.
However, the week of our elections was the same week that the
Ohio Primary election was being
held and the Board of Elections
would not allow those items to be
loaned out.
Second, you said, "I would expect candidates and members of
SO to be at the tables promoting
their platforms." This is 100 percent against SEC election guidelines, Section III, subsection E."
No campaign activity is allowed
.
in 50 feet of the polls." As you
tl."'y recall, this is the reason that
the first election was disqualified
and a re-election held. I finnly feel

that students had more than enough we have members going for rechances to educate themselves on election.
the candidate's platfonns through
Fourth and finally, you do not
the voter's guide which was devel- get to place your vote in the ballot
oped and published by the SEC box because we require all poll
and The Guardian.
workers to sign each ballot before
The platforms were also in- putting it in the box so we know all
cluded in the Opinion section of the steps in allowing an individual
The Guardian the week before the to vote have been taken. In a reguelections as well as an endorse- lar election, you do not get to put
ment and a presidential/vice presi- your ballot in the ballot bag, the
dential debate was held in the Stu- poll worker does that for you. We
dent Union before elections. So if must install some trust in our poll
the student feels it necessary, he or workers, no matter what the end
she can research the issues and cast result may be. However, if the poll
worker displayed a lack of manan infonned vote.
Third, throughout your letter ners, I do apoligize for any probyou refer to SO being able to do lems this may have caused you. In
something about the election pro- . the future, I encourage you and all
cess. SG has little to nothing to do students to research the candidates
with their own elections. The elec- and the issues and make an intions are handled by a seperate fonned vote.
group called the Student Election
Commission. The two groups are
Jason Lansdale
funded and operated seperately and
Junior, Political Science
to merge them together would be a
conflict of interest, especially if Lansdale is the Chair ofthe SEC.

I can't recall a time which I
have ever spoken out about
any just cause or purpose until now. My understanding
is that the contract held by the
head coach of the women's
softball team has been renewed.
I was a member of the
women's fast-pitch team for
approximately four years. During this time I wholeheartedly
dedicated myself to athletics
and academics. I have no personal grievances with the athletic department and have been
treated quite fairly. Still, I have
come to realize through being
a team member, that the wellbeing ofmy teammates is much
more significant than my own.
At one time, I was proud to
be a member of the WSU softball program.
Now, I am ashamed that I
so furtively supported a program which could destroy the

enthusiasm and very lives of
my teammates. I've sat idly by and watched young women
who live to play the game
grow to dread the start of a
new season.
Unfortunately, the abusive
nature of the softball coaching staff has remained concealed. Those who possess the
authority to prevent further
injustices pretend to hear and
see nothing. No one can wipe
away the countless tears shed
by these girls as a result of the
silence. I only hope to give
them a voice. That is the purpose of this letter. The truth
can no longer be denied by
those persons whose job is to
listen. They say it's not worth
anything until you "get it in
writing." Well, here it is for "my girls."
Cassandra L Wayton
Senior, Biological Sciences

WEDNESDAY. MAY 20. 1998
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ter in Centerville, moving business
back to the Miami Valley," said
Cooper.
Cooper's books include Fire and
Air, the biography of Patty Wagstaff,
the first woman in the US to become
and aerobatic (flying) champion: On
the Wing, about Jessie Woods and
the Flying Aces Air Circus; Rising
Above It, the st-0ry of Edna Gardner
Wyte and Tuskegee's Heroes, featuring aviation art by Roy La Grone
and co-written by Cooper's husband
Major General Charles Cooper.
"The people I write about are
fascinating, dynamic people who
lead me to enthusiasm for aviation
art and history," said Cooper. "Writing for magazines led me to write
about my first aviation artist, Bill
Phillips, who currently has a new
sheet of World War II aviation

stamps."
This will be the first time Cooper
has ever spoken at the University

Friends of the Libraries Luncheons,
alth9ugh she did attend when
Wilkinson "Wick" Wright, great
nephew of the Wright brothers,
spoke.
"In speaking at the event, I believe I'm stepping into what started
it all. I'm humbled by the fact I was
asked to speak," said Cooper.
The topic of Cooper's lecture
will be aviation art and history, and
she will discuss the volume of
sketches by the artist who designed
the Starship Enterprise of Star Trek
for movies, Matt Jeffries, that are
presently being stored in the WSU
library archives.
"WSU library archives also has
the task of preserving the print archives of the ASAA," said Cooper.
All are invited to attend the luncheon and tickets may be purchased
at $13 for Friends members and $15
for non-members.
For more information about the
luncheon, call Barbara Winters at
(937) 775-3879.
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Say Congrats to the
1998 Graduates in
your office, department
or organization!

Sale Prices:
2x3Display Ad = $30.00
2x2 Display Ad = $25.00
2x4 Display Ad = $35.00

Presents . ..

CALLx2111

The Department Of Public
Safety Offers Free Safety
Escorts, 24 Hours A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.

Highly Trained
Professional and Courteous
Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
Residence Community, or Any Other
Facility on Campus
Wright State University Police Officers an
Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
When S.A.F.E. is not Available
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Swedi.sh exchan.ge students share U? ·experience
By JENNIFER DRUMMER
Staff Writer

"When you die you go to Sweden. It's
the same as heaven," said Joakim
Hukansson, an exchange student from
Sweden.
Wright State is the home to five Swedish exchange students including
Hakansson, Jerker Larsson, Elisabeth
Lundin, Anders Edstrim and Tytti Wallin.
Hakansson and Larsson came from the
University of Orebro because of their
school's exchange program with WSU.
Lundin, Edstrom and Wallin went to a
smaller university called VNsterOs. The
main reason they all came to America was
to further their English abilities and learn
about the culture.
"We decided to come to Wright State
because Dayton was the biggest city out
of the four schools we had to pick from in
the US," said Larsson.
One thing they all agreed on was that
their experience here was much different
than they thought it would be. "The student life is much different here, the biggest reason being there are no bars on
campus," said Edstrom.
Another complaint was that it's harder
to meet people. "Here people are more
concentrated on Iiving in their homes and
parties are between roommates. Also
when you jump in the third or fourth year
everyone already has their friends," said
Larsson.
They also found that most conversations are not as deep when they meet
people here. "We don't sit and chit chat,
we have real conversations about the
world," said Edstrom.
The Swedish academic system takes a
much different approach than here in
America. Perhaps the biggest difference
is that in Sweden they have to pay for
housing and books but no tuition.
The length of their classes are much longer. At
Larsson's university a typical lecture was about two
hours while at Edstrom and Lundin' s they go for four
hours in one subject with a break every 45 minutes.
"A big difference is here I have to focus on four to five
subjects while in Sweden I concentrate on just one," said
Larsson.
"The professors don't seem to realize you have at
least four courses to study for," said Edstrom.
They claimed that the typical American college student knows a little about everything but nothing really
well. "Everyone has more work experience here. It's not
common to study and work at the same time. We work
only during the summer," said Lundin.
"Americans work so much that it has to affect their
school work or studies," said Larsson. "It's more un. ," stated Hakansson.
• 'fhe responses were varied when asked which school
is easier. "I think the tests here are easier. In Sweden
there is no such thing as a multiple choice test," said

Swedish exchange students featured from left to right are Elisabeth Lundin, Anders Edsrim, .
Joakim Hakansson, Tytti Wallin and Jerker Larsson.
Photo by Mark Mowrey

Hakansson.
They also don't have homework in Sweden. "I feel
having homework helps me for the test. School here is
more like high school for us," said Edstrom.
"It's hard to say if its harder or easier, it's just
different," said Lundin.
"Our high schools prepare you because if you want to
be an engineer you can take your sciences in high school
and get them out of the way," said Edstrom. In Sweden
they usually start school at the age of seven. Once you
hit high school you start your major. Each high school
specializes in certain subjects and run a year longer.
Edstrom is a graduate student in engineering and
Hakansson has his bachelor's degree in·finance. Lundin
has one more semester in Sweden and will have her
bachelor's degree in marketing.
"I've been offered a job already in Sweden but they

want me to drop out of school and not get my degree so
they can pay me less, but I want my degree. I'm
confident in my future," said Larsson.
·
"I was offered ajob to stay here and make $55,000 a
year but I would have to work 12 hour days and have only
two weeks of vacation per year. It's not worth it to me,"
said Edstrom.
This proves that Amercian's values are not the same
as other places in the world. "The difference in America
and Sweden is that I'm more into quality and here people
are more into quantity," said Edstrom.
"When you're from a country like we are you get more
patriotic," said Larsson. They all agreed that everyone
should visit Sweden in their life.
"Most people go to Sweden because it's a beautiful
country. I am glad that I came here because I have meet
a lot of wonderful people," said Hakansson.
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Mo.vie tames hearts

By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer

,,

Life, death, love and the relationship of human to horse is the
subject of actor/director Robert
Redford's newest film. It is the
adaptation of Robert Evan's bestselling novel "The Horse
Whisperer."
After years of preparation
and an astounding $3 million
spent on the book's rights, this
$70 million epic finally hits the
screen. It was· definitely worth
the wait.
Taking a little from his previous work, most notably A River
Runs Through It and Ordinary
People, and including magnificent cinematography from Robert Richardson who loves the
scenery possibly even more than
Redford's and Thomas' s characters love each other in the story,
Redford has weaved together an
enthralling piece of film magic.
Thank God for last weekend's
opening. It was originally sched-

uled to open last December for
Oscar consideration against that
behemoth of a movie, Titanic.
This opening gives it a chance
for Oscar hope and maybe good

If you have a feature story
idea call X5540.

box office sales, although another monster-sized flick named

Continued on
next page
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Better Ins!:edients.

Better Pizza.
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1-14 LARGE
DOUBLE
PEPPERONI AND
2 LITER OF COKE

~

"OFFICIAL
PIZZA"

ASCENSIO
THURSDAY
MAY 21
Masses: ·
12:00 Noon
7:00 PM

In the Campus
Ministry Center
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check out next week's issue to find out about
a free percussion recital with a local jazz group.

Continued from
pages
Godzilla opens this week. Oscar
voters are likely to forget a film
this early in the year, but with
Academy-favorite Redford attached to the film, who knows?

The story is simple. Young
Grace (Scarlett Johansson) has a
traumatic horse riding accident.
As a result the horse becomes
somewhat crazy and unmanageable and Grace begins a downward emotional spiral that leaves
her parents hopelessly searching
for answers.
Meanwhile, her father Robert

Same great rate 24
hours a day, 7 days a
......... week, 365 days a year,
anywhere in the USA.

Accepting applications JUNE 3 &4
in Student Union Food Court from
9am-12:30pm

To get your calling card,
leave your name and
mailing address at
264-1970, or fax them to
264-1980, or mail them to:

Telephone calling card

No monthly minimum
No monthly charge Twinpine Telecards
5145 Salem Av, Unit 103
No signup fee
Dayton, OH 45426-2041
No surcharges*

No M,.,·mm,·cks!

Your card will aR'ive with zero minutes on
it; before it can be used, it must be
charged up by using a credit card ($25
minimum) from a tone pad phone or by·
sending a money order to the service
*Except an FCC mandated 30 cent per call
provider. Then the card will let you call
network access fee for calls from pay phones from any tone phone in the United
only. Federal excise tax of 1 cent per minute States to all domestic and most foreign
added to charges.
phones.
I

Continued on
page 10

Term papers due?

18 AND OVER WELCOME
EVERY NIGHT OF THE WEEK!
SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY
IS COLLEGE NIGHT!
•$3COVER

.

• ONLY $2 WITH COLLEGE ID
• 21 AND UP - 0 COVER PLUS Sl
. OFFYOURFIRSTDRINK
(COMPLIMENTS Of DART~

JOHNNY K f:t O..J. JC! JAHHfN' TH£
HOllSE WITH TH£ H011£)f OANC!E, TOP 40,
ANT) ~e~o TUNES fN TOWN JAHHtN'
FROH 1PH UNTfl C!lOSE! (rHA1'S 4AH
ON FRfDAY AND SATllRDAYI)
NOBODY IN DAYTON BEATS
OUR NEW SUMMER·PRICES:
$2.50 PITCHERS
$1.50 DOMESTIC

Kinko's is here to make your life easier.
Let us help you add impact to your project with color
or access the Internet for research.

r-~-----------,r-------------,
Buy one, get one FREE
Rent one hour,
get one hour FREE

self-service color copies

Internet access

Recetw one FREE self-serw color copy when you purchase
one color copy. Offer applies to 8'h" x 11" stngte..stded

copies. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not
valid with other discount programs. Offer is limited to one
coupon per rustomer per transaction. Offer valid at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward past or
future purchases. Void where prohibited by law. No cash value.
Offer valid at participating Kinko's locations only. Subject to
availability.

Rent one hour and get one hour FREE. up to one hour free per
customer at partldpattng locations only. Subject to avattab111-

ty. Includes Macintosh® and IBM® self-setW or design wotit-

statlons. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not
valid with other discount programs. Offer is limited to one coupon
per a,stomer per transaction. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Void where prohibited by law. No cash value. Offer valid at
participating Kinko's locations only. Subject to availability.

Dayton, OH
2646 Col. Glenn Highway • 429-258t

:
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AAC044I - ·- - - -

:

I EXPS/24/981
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(Sam Neill), a New York lawyer
and her mother Annie (Kristin
Scott Thomas), an editor for a
fashion magazine, are in the midst
of losing touch of their own dying relationship.
The bond between mother and
daughter is weak, so to remedy
this the mother takes Grace on a
cross-country road trip to save
the horse, Grace and their own
relationship.
.
Across the country in Montana awaits (unknowingly) Tom
Booker (Robert Redford), a renowned horse whisperer.
In other words, he helps the
horse by building trust, compassion and understanding with it.
He acts as a spiritual horse psychologist.
Their arrival in Montana
brings about a certain clash of
cultures, which eventually subside and lead Tom and Annie
closer to one another.
At two hours and forty-five
minutes, a film can seem boring
or dragged out.

Dayton, OH
2646 Col. Glenn Highway • 429-25t5

k·1nko•s·

AAC04SI - - - - -

:

I EXP 5/24/981

e1995 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinlco's is a registered rademark of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission.

Kinko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted work.
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After reading about half of
the novel I find that I am more
Grace (Johansson, impressed with the film, which is
center) and her
very rare.
horse Pilgrim are
Yes, Godzilla is the one most
·- guided back to
people will go see, but trust me
well-being with the when I say that The Horse
help of Tom
Whisperer is the one that you
Booker(Redford,
should see.
~ right).
It is not, I repeat, is NOT a

Continued from

page9

This film, with its slower,
deliberate pace and amazing cinematography, is far from dull.
The feeling brought forth by
the story and put into motion by
the strong cast help to make this
a powerful film.
Redford has taken some liberty with the novel (which ev-

I

eryone does anyway) by changing the ending, but who cares.
The final frame of the film is so
perfect and beautiful that I could
not have expected anything more.

Build Your Career on Our Continued

"chick flick." Mentioning Oscar
this early in the year is rare, but
this is a rare kind of film.
Like his previous wnrk,
Redford has crafted a mas.)1
work of art, entertainment and a
story full of love, relationships
and hope.
The Horse Whisperer is truly
a great film.
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SUMMER JOBS

GREAT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES!!
Yoo're ambitious and ready fa' success-why startoutin aslow-moving "entry-level·
position when you can IM• lhl fa,t net at National City Mortgage? Our
Management Training Program is designed to develop the next 9eneration
of leaders. If you're ready to get started on a long term career, discover the
opportunities with anationally recognized, $26 biUion mortgage lender.

ManagementTrainee

You'U participate in a6-month intensive and structured training program designed
to provide you with ageneral working knowledge of the mortgage banking Industry
and hands-on experience In various departments. After that, you'll be ready to
assume a position with aclear career path to management. Ideal candidates
possess aBachelor's degree ii business or related field; excellent customer service
skills; sales skills; PC knowledge; the ability to adapt to change in afast paced
envirorvnent; exceDent verbal/written communication skills; and the ability to handle
multiple projects. llflr 1D Rlq. 133421,
Enjoy acasual dress code in asupportive environment along with competitive
compensation and excellent benefits that include medical, dental, life and 401(1().
For consideration, please mall resume and cover letter indicating Req. # and
postmarked no later than Friday, Illy 15, 1m to: Employment Manager,
Natloaal Cltf llortgage, 3232 Nnmwt Dr., Miamisburg, OH 45342.
No phone cans. .... Equal~ employe~ rr/f/d/v.

~ l l l f CIIII
Drug fnle Wooq,lace

F<r aCOfTJ)lelB list of~job openings, cal w Job Oppo,tunity Une, 24 hotls aday,
7 days a week. (l3'1J ltlMIJ'10, 1-11J0-317431JJ, at. «nO.

The Home City Ice Company is looking to hire students to work during school and summer.

Ho.me City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and EXCELLENT pay for its
employees during the school year and the summer break.

Jobs are available.that offer more than 40 hours per week.

Jobs average $6.00

$10.00 per hour.

Get your APPLICATION in early and get trained, so you can start working
part-time during school & full-time during the summer.
Home City Ice offers job opportunities locally in Dayton as well as in Lima, Columbus,
Cleveland, Toledo, Pittsburgh, and the Cincinnati area.
Our Dayton Plant is located 10 minutes from campus.

We are looking to hire people for Route Delivery & Packaging.

CALL NOW!!

46-,--602B

Ask for Rob or George

Toll Free Number 1-800-283-5511

Please Join Us For Good
Evening Commuters

Don't miss your
chance to prepare
with the test
prep expertsl

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

•Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owne~.

Free Snacks and Drinks
Will(RainBe
Available
Sights will be posted.)
Call Ger or Tom at 775-5570
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MCC basketball teams reload for 1998-99 season
By DAVID COBLE
Assistant Sports Editor
After getting three teams in the
NCAA Tournament, the teams in
the Midwestern Colliegiate Conference were looking to continue
their success in the recruiting wars.
The coaches in the MCC have
used a blend of high school, junior
college and transfer players to build
quality programs.
This year was no different as
the MCC seems to have put together another outstanding recruiting effort league-wide. IllinoisChicago has put together the most
impressive group of players on
paper.
Three players who had to sit out
last season lead the way. Cory
Little, a 6'5" swingman, had to sit
out for academic reasons, but during his senior season in high school
he was considered a top 100 player.
Bryant Notree, a transfer from
the University ofIllinois, comes to
UIC with a reputation as a defensive stopper. Guard Joel Bullock
was a top ten JUCO player at
Malcolm X Junior College.
He shot a blistering 56 percent
from the three point line. This
spring the Flames added Tarrie
Monroe, an excellent forward from
junior college power Vincennes

/nus Norville will be the "man in the middle" next year for
Wright State.

Staff Writer
The Wright State golf team
closed out the 1997-98 sports
season by placing third in the
Midwestern Collegiate Cbnference tournament.
The Raiders entered the
Sherwin-Williams MCC Golf
Championship as defending
champions.
However, the Cleveland
State Vikings dethroned WSU,
winning the title by nine strokes
over Wright State.
After the first round, Butler
led the way with a score of 303.
WSU was third, six shots behind the Bulldogs and were led
a senior Grier Bryant's five\!9r-par 76.
.
The Raiders won the second
round with a score of 302. Be-

cause of Butler's score of 307 Bulldogs. Detroit, Wisconsinand CSU' s 310, the Raiders Green Bay and Loyola-Chicago
went into the final round in finished fourth, fifth and last
second place, behind by only
one stroke.
Freshman Junichi Hayashi
had the best round of the entire
tournament in the second, posting a one-over-par 72.
However, it just was not~
as
meant to be for WSU, as the E
Raiders posted a fifth place-§
score of 315 in the final round. ~
Junior Jim Henderson, the 8.
Wright State Athlete of the;
Month for April, shot a 75 and~
was the Raiders' leader in the o
final round. Wright State completed the tourney at 74-over- 5
par for a score of 926.
8 ___________..,..

i

That placed them nine
strokes behind the winner,
CSU, and eight behind the sec-

Jim Henderson tied for
eleventh place at the MCC
Tournament.

(IN). Detroit signed the best high
school senior player in this year's
recruiting class.
Terrell Riggs, a 6'7" forward
from Detroit, is a multi-purpose
player and a consensus top 100
player. Rollie Massimino is slowly
building a power at Cleveland State.
He signed this year's "Mr. Basketball" in the state of Ohio. William "Sonny" Robinson, a6-5 guard
from Garfield Heights, chose the
Vikings over Xavier, North Carolina State, Clemson and Villanova.
He also added Ricardo
Crumble, a 6'8" power forward.
Crumble is a transfer from DePaul
who will adcl athleticism to the
CSU front line.
Guard Jamaal Harris had to sit
out this season due to Prop 48 requirements. He and current CSU
teammate Theo Dixon led Cleveland Heights to the 1997 Ohio Division I State Championship.
Harris averaged 22 points a
game during his senior season at
Cleveland Heights.
Butler will suffer greatly from
graduation losses, but Coach Barry
Collier had a solid recruiting year.
Leading his class is 6'5" forward
Rylan Hainje.
He was a two- sport star at
Indianapolis Cathedral High
School. Hainje was also an excel-

lent tight end and received scholarship offers for football.
The Bulldogs also added Lewis
Curry, a 6'7" forward from Fort
Wayne, Indiana and point guard
Thomas Jackson from East Lansing, Michigan. Hainje, Curry and
Jackson were pre-season Honorable Mention Street and Smith's
All-Americans. Butler also signed
a player from the Dayton area. 6'9"
forward Micheal Moore from
Kettering Alter will play for the
Bulldogs next season.
Loyola of Chicago added Iowa
transfer Alvin Robinson. Robinson
will be a force on the boards for the
Ramblers.
Loyola also added Jarrod Fry a
solid forward from Merriville, Indiana. Wisconsin-Green Bay went
to the Chicago area to add point
guard Devante Blanks and
swingman Chancellor Collins.
Wright State has signed four players for next season.
Leading the group is guard Mike
Peek from Cincinnati Woodward.
Peek was considered a top I 00
prospect during his junior season
and Louisville wanted to sign him
to a scholarship, but when the Cardinals interest cooled off he decided to sign with the Raiders.

with a WSU-best score of 228.
He tied for fourth place and
made his way onto the All-MCC
team. Henderson finished tied
for eleventh with a score of
233.
Mike Jolin was tied for 13th
by scoring 234 and Bryant tied
for 17th by scoring 237.
Senior Scott Belair finished
in 28th place and had a final
score of 254.
Shaun Rezachek of UWGB
won the tournament. He and
Don Wolfe of Butler finished
tied with a 12-over-par.
Rezachek won on the second playoff hole by scoring par
on Hole 9. Matt Creech of CSU,
Jason Hartman of UDM, Aaron
Bak of Bllller and-CSU's Chris
McGrath rounded out the All-

sented. Other notables: Creech
was named MCC Newcomer of
the Year, Jolin was the Long
Drive Winner (312 yards) and
Rezacheck was the Closest to
the Pin Winner. CSU's Tom
Porten and Butler's Don
Benbow were named MCC CoCoaches of the Year.
Wright State had a strong
spring season, as the Raiders
had seven top ten finishes as a
team. The team averaged a seventh place finish out of 12 teams
per tourney.
Induvidually, WSU registered eight top ten finishes.
Henderson finished the year
as WSU's scoring leader with
an average of75.7 in 31 rounds
over fall and spring seasons.

MCC team.

See "Recruit" p.12
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Another signee for WSU is point
guard Marcus May from Indianapolis North Central. May is an underrated guard who was overshadowed
by teammate Jason Gardner.
Gardner is considered the number one high school point guard
prospect in the country for next
season.
Wright State also signed forward Kevin Melson from
Schoolcraft Junior College in
Michigan.
Melson was a Honorable Mention Junior College All-American
he averaged 28 points a game and
nine rebounds.
The final signee for the Raiders
is Lewis Holmes from Cleveland
Orange Christian.
He averaged 31 points and 13
rebounds per game.
Probably the player who will
have the largest impact on the
Wright State team next year is transfer Inus Norville who sat out this
season after transferring from Massachusetts. Norville, a 6'10" center, will give the Raiders a powerful presence in the paint.

Henderson honored by Captain's Club

By MATT DALEY
Staff W rl·ter

·
keep ro 11·mg
The honors Just
in for J. unior Jim Henderson, a
member of the Wright State golf
team.

Hen d erson was name d th e
WSU April Athlete of the Month
by the Raiders Captains' Club ·
He has also been named the
MCC Golfer of the Week three
times during the spring season.
Henderson, a Lebanon na-

.
. m
.
tlve,
earned the honor twice
A pn.1 an d once m
. May.
He p1ace s1xt
. h twice,
.
at t he
p enn S tate 1nv1tat1ona
. .
1 an d the
Kentucky Inv1·tational
He also placed tied· for eleventh at the Sherwin-Williams
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Unprotected sex? Did the condom break?

EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
Have you heard of it? What is it? How do you feel about it?
Do you want to learn more about it?

~

Graduate Nursing student examining university students' knowledge and
attitudes regarding emergency contraceptive pills invites your
participation in a web site survey which requires no personal
identification.

'
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Talce a 15 minute brcalc from your hectic schedule and check out:

For queationa or comments contact:
Beth Alaina. BSN
Principal lnvmtiptor
•• Floor, Allyn Hall
Wript State Univenity
Dayton. OH 45435

Suaan Praegec, Ed.D.

FacultyAdvi.ar
•• Floor, Allyn Hall
Wright State Uoivenity
Dayton, OH 45435

(937) 775-2576
E-mail: -oo6bee@di-c:over.wrisht.eclu

(937) n5-2576
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Over $400 In Cash and Prizes

Contestants must be signed In by 8:30
All Monday night winners (1st, 2nd & 3rd place)
will qualify for ths $1~,000 Bikini Finals to bs held
the WBBk of July 20th, 19981

.D.ONATE.reg9)arly to recej,ve addltional
.
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EXCLUSIVLY AT:

: Casli Give..A.. Ways, MonthlX
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$35 2nd tftne

$25 ltd time
$20 4th time
+ $30 5th time
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•
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(937) 439-453

REGULAR DONQBS- EARN:

110 Jb.;-149 lk
Yotal$f 40 fn 21 .,..,.,1 .S151.stvilii $20 2nihislt
~·
1soli...1741b1.
$15 1stv1sit. $28 2nd visit
175 lb.&.,p
S1S lstvisi'°' SJO 2nd vlsJt
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DIAMON
CABAR
For More'lnformation:

NEWDONORS EARN:
"
$30 1sttime

•

OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK!
960 Miamisburg■centBl'lille Road
·
/-'15 exit 44, 3miles east of1h11 Dayton Mall on St RI. "125

e
•

•Dona.tk,ns·. .,win 7 mys (Sa~ diru ffidayl •
P,ettn~. :

Centeoa Jrio Senice

16513.He.te:.ta
Day,ton,. OH - kTA Bu• 22
Phone 224--t91l

~··' .,

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

. ii:et .
·· nthl ·

DONA·
Eatti up:

•

cerns.

Local manufacturing company II now accepting appllcatlons
for 1111 • part time posldans. Excelent payl FltJxlJ/tJ holll'I
ll'Ollld Y• school sclledlD. Apply In person It

www.nursing.wright.edu/announce/
beth_alsing/introduction.htm

Look for more
recruiting news
in next week's
Guardian/

MCC Golf Championshi..ta,y
. ...-~
12-13
and
helped
the
Raiders
to a
.
.
th1rd place overall
fimsh.
. ,
.
The Captams Club 1s a group
of student-athletes that meet once
a month to talk about their con-
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Ll:le ~!~!~~- of _th_e g~hl~e
MATT DALEY
Staff Writer

The 1998 Major League Baseball
is 1~ than two months old, but
a1ready lamdevelopinganightlyritual
that speaks volwnes about why the
game of baseball is still great
SC$0D

day's highlights, and just like clockwork, something happens eveiy time
that causes me to shake my head in
disbelief.
Maybe it isJ"ust El Nmo, but there
have been nue rare occurrences in
this baseball seaui than in any other I
can remember. Whethertherarityisa
pitcher-k}-~ double play or a

Build Your Career on Our Continued

ely on National City Mortgage's
lid reputation:
10th largest mortgage company
in the U.S. (and growing)
$26 billion mortgage lender
40 years of service
Id

...........

1Dllllp,-

anll'goalll

Document
PlJministrators

Enjoy attractive compensation and the
rewards of your supportive wor1<
environment featuring:
• flexible schedules
• job-sharing opportunities
• casual dress code
• opportunities for personal and
professional advancement
National City Mortgag_e also offers a
comprehensive benefits package,
including medicaVdentalllife insurance
and a stock purchase plan.
It's easy to apply,,..._ta,..

.....................

137-11•4817. Send your resume and
letter to: Employment ~~5.
Due to continued growth, we have exciting acover
positions available for individuals who are National City Mortgage, 3232 NewmarK
Dr.,
Miamisburg,
Oli 45342.
wiDing to learn.
The Document Administration Team
No phone calls, plea.w. Equal OJJl)OfUllty
supports closed loan functions of
approximately $12 billion. These DOSitions employer, rwf/d/v. Drug-free woocplace.
are responsible for the timely and
accurate receipt of closed loan files from
various origination sources. Document
Administrators provide complete IOan files
For a COfTfi__etB 6st ofaljob (JIJ6l1/n{1S,
for the secondary market and loan
call°" Job
24hoii'sa
ser,icing. Office/clerical experience
day,
7 days a Ml6k,
.,IHIIIO,
preferred. Rallr ID Raq. t1Z3.

---

am,r·

,......,.

Whetherithappenstoateamlhate
or a team I love, I am more captivated
withthegameinl998thanatanyother
time in my life.
Maybelamcrazy,butitis~~ible
r-that Harry Caray is using a bit of
heavenly magic for the benefit of everyonelikehim-atruebaseballfan.
The last few weeks have been increasingly special. Keny Wood ofthe
ChicagoCubsbecameonlythesecond
pitcherinhistorytostrikeout20batters
in a game. The game's next major star
has 50 Ks in his last four starts, includingeightin a start atCincinnati on May

17 that I wttnessed live.

DavidWells oftheyankees threw
MLB's 13th perfectgamesince 1900,
also on May 17·
Wellsisacastoffpiteber,formerly
oftheCincinnati:Reck.MarkMcGwire

broke the Busch Stkliwn record for
homeIUDdistaneetwice-inthesame
week.
His first blastwentS27 feet and his
secondtravelledamonstrous545feet
On May 18, theOaklandA'shada
very special game. Mike Blowers hit
for the cycle, becoming only the 19th
player to do that this decade and Scott

•EARN MONEY

•GREAT VVORK EXPERIENCE

•FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

'W'e have a variety of work for
·Nursing Assistants in Nursing
Homes, Hospitals, & Home
Care.

Call or Stop By

Suite 218

~HEALTH
3077 Kettering Blvd.
VfFWlKtcrlE*
-643-2422

Both came from the same team in
a 14-0 rout of the White Sox. The
AaidaMarlinsaooLosAngelesDodgers pulled amajor swprise and participated in one of the biaffPrl
trades in
66
~~
~ball history.
The world champion Marlins, in a
cost-cutting move, sent outfielders
Gary Sheffield and Jim Eisenreich,
third baseman Bobby Bonilla and
catcher Charles Johnson to I.A In
return, the Dodgers gave up catcher
Mike Piazza and third baseman Todd

Zeile. Ofcourse,Piazzaand2.eilewon 't
stay in Aorida very long.
Although this trade saysalotabout
the state of the business of baseball, I
still say the game is great
I couldgo on and on, because there
is so much I needed to leave out
Remember, there isstillfourmonthsof
the season left
WillRogerMaris' homerunrecord
go down? Will Juan Gonzalez break
the RBI record of 192? Will Eddie
Taubensee still be hitting .375 in September? Stay tuned.
You might just be swprised.Of
'" course, I will finish this with Carlos
Pena Pena is a blip on the map of
Wright State baseball history, only
playing here one season, 1996.
However, he's developed into a
projectedfirstrounddraftpickatNortheastem University. Imagine my surprise when I saw a segment on him on
ESPN'sBaseballTonight-butwe'll
have more on that next time. Isn't
baseball great?

ERTHROUGH
'198

VB.Si

.:9pM

'
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• Goes until 3:00pm
• Basketball Shootout
• Pie Eating Contest
• Cotton Candy
• Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream Products
• Dunking Booth-Free Balls at 1:45 (Anonymous donor gave $50)

CLASSIFIEDS

SUMMER JOBS!
Access Staffing, Inc. is now hiring for
part and full-time Office positions
starting at $6/hr. If you are skilled in
phones, data entry, or customer service,
we would like to meet with you! We're
located 1 mile from WSU campus. Call
for appointment 431-1277.

Announcements

,.

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Private Medical Practice Low FeesPrompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED+ CENTER
293-3917
Internet: www .gynpages.com/medplus
SEIZED CARS FROM $175
Proches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll free l-800-218-9000 Ext. A-8253 for
current listings.
· FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical
bills. Never repay.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-8253
MICROSCOPE FOR SALE
Nikon Alphaphot YS microscope with
case for sale. $200.
Call 436-4887.

SUPERVISOR/PROJECT
MANAGER POSmON
New Commercial/Residential
Development Company looking for parttime Supervisor or Project Manager
position. Some commercial or residential
construction experience required. Please
call 848-7900.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
Part-time position, 15 hours per week, in
psychologist's office. Duties include:
greeting patients, phones, scheduling,
typing and filing. Must have professional
attitude and computer skills. Send
· reseume to
P.O. Box 340398, Beavercreek, OH
45434-0398.
IMMEDIATE NEED- CHILD CARE
We need part-time help, evenings in my
Beavercreek home to help care for two
kids. Need someone dependable, with
own transportation. More daytime hours
possible in the summer. Please call 4298669.

Employment

SUMMER POSITION

Full time babysitter for I 0, 9 and 6 year
olds. Good driver with car. MondayFriday June 11 through August. Call 4762520(day) or 436-0869(evenings).

June 22-July 31.
For more info call 898-8032.

PART TIME HELP NEEDED
Part time help with errands, dog walking,
transporting child, afternoons, M-F, my
home(Kettering); car required; 10-15 hrs/
wk. till June; summer hours 25+/wk;
perfect for student. Call 293-5940.

MODELS NEEDED
Professional artist needs male models to
pose for life drawing. Will pay! Call
(937)339-5942 for more information.

$1,000 WEEKLY!
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each
plus great bonuses. Work FIT or PIT.
Make at least $800 a week, guaranteed!
Free supplies. No experience necessarystart right away. For free details, send one
stamp to: N-190, 12021 Wilshire Blvd.,
Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANT
Assist professional male quadriplegic.
Duties include but not limited to
transferring, dressing, and showering.
Lifting is required( I 05/lbs.) Assistant
MUST be dependable and have good
transportation. Work location next to
Wright State. Pay is $9.00/per hr. 7-9
hours/week. Experience preferred. Call
Eric 429-3900 for more information.

SERVERS WANTED!
Servers wanted for new Irish Pub in the
Oregon District. Call Steve at The Dublin
Pub at 224-7822. Must be 19 years of
age or older.

CHILD CARE NEEDED
Northmont family ( 15 minutes north of
downtown Dayton) is looking for
someone to take care of our two childrensix and ten years old- in our home this
summer. Individual must be repsonsible
and reliable. Hours are 8:30am - 6:00pm,
Monday thru Friday, but may vary some
weeks. (Also, some flexibility in schedule
depending on your needs.) Must have
transportation. Competitive wages.
Call 898-8523.

Apartments

COLLEGE PARK IN JUNE
Move to College Park in June! Male spot
open, available after Spring quarter. Big
bedroom and bathroom; A/C; nice

EASY JOB-GOOD PAY
Babysitting in my home for two boysages IO and 13.

kitchen; close to Cimmaron summer
parties. Rent includes all utilities except
phone. Call Shawn at 775-1719.

CIMARRON AVAILABLE!
Cimarron Woods- walk to campus. 2story townhouses with fireplace, central
heat/air, washer/dryer furnsihed,
dishwasher, microwave. Patio and shed
also. Now taking applications for July
and August. Office 1396 Cimarron. Call
320-1355.
FEMALE COLLEGE PARK
College Park female spot opening at the
end of May and extending through
Summer Quarter. Apartment includes: A/
C, nice size bedroom, kitchen, and
balcony! Rent includes all utilities except
phone. Call CJ at 775-1531.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Unfurnished two bedroom apartment for
rent. $380/month. Heat, water & trash
paid. Close to Airway and Smithville. Air
conditioning, stove, refrigerator, coin
laundry. Call 58 I -77 87

Depression
is an illness-not a weakness.
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http://www.save.org

COLLEGE SPRING FUN DAYS AT
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND
CLIP AND SAVE WITH COUPONS BELOW
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CONTEMPORARY BAND,
CASUAL DRESS, RELEVANT TOPICS
We ate cuttent-ly discussing:
♦
♦
♦

SVCCESSFUL LIVING

How to Make SuccessFu I Decisions

Establishing a U(eOb[cd:ive
How to Set and Reach
Your goals
.
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CUP&SAVE

CUP&SAVE
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SPRING FUN
COLLEGE DAYS

SPRING FUN
COLLEGE DAYS

April 18, 19, 25, 26;
May 2, 3, 9, _10, 23, 24, 1998

May 2, 3, 9, 10, 23, 24, 1998
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April 18, 19, 25, 26;

P"' ti,e 7),ae ol M

SAVE 13.00 (per adult)

SAVE 13.00 (per adult)

DISCOUNT COUPON (32.95 Value) This coupon

DISCOUNT COUPON (32.95 Value) This coupon

DISCOUNT COUPON (18.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced

DISCOUNT COUPON (18.95 Value) This coupon

admits up to four adults at the reduced rate of
$19.95 per ADULT (ages 7-59)

rate of $17.95 per CHILD or per SENIOR
(ages 3, 4, 5, 6, or 48" & under or 60 & over)

11111111111
3 0 4

111111111111
3 0 5
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C/S

TM, e & C 19118 Paramount Pk:turn, TM, fl & C 1998 Paramount Parlla, Inc.
WatelWonla"' C 19118 Paramount Parxa, Inc. James Bond 007"' & C Danjaq, LLC.
All Righll Reaalved.

up to four adults at the reduced rate of
$19.95 per ADULT (ages 7-59)

admits

admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced
rate of $17.95 per CHILD or per SENIOR
(ages 3, 4, 5, 6, or 48" & under or 60 & over)
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3 0 4

111111111111
3 0 5
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TM, fl & C 19118~aramooot PicturN, TM, fl & C 19118
Patlla, Inc.
WatarWoltla'" C 19118 Paramount Patlla, Inc. James Bond 007"' & c Danjaq, LLC.
All Rlghta Raaarved.

COMICS

Too
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takes
abreak!
. No Mob Mondav on Memorial Dav. · u
s
Don't toruet. ·
.T
J

June 1with Special Patrol Group
& the lvricist lounge open MC Jam

Last Mob Mondav June 8 with .

Shrug
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& the snoo Monkevs
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NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE INFORMATION? -----~
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LOT20
7:00AM 11:00
7:10
11:10
7:20
11:20
:30
11:30
:40
11:40
:50
11:50
12:00PM
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
1:00
1:10
1:20
1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2:10

MILLETT
7:05AM 11:05
7:15
11:15
7:25
11:25
7:35
11:35
7:45
11:45
7:55
11:55
8:05
12:05PM
8:15
12:15
8:25
12:25
8:35
12:35
8:45
12:45
8:55
12:55
9:05
1:05
9:15
1:15
9:25
1:25
9:35
1:35
9:45
1:45
9:55
1:55
10:05 2:05
10:15 2:15
10:25 2:25
10:35 2:35
10:45 2:45
10:55 2:55

HAMILTON HALL
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 2030
WOODS/PINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
FOREST LANE/ZINK ROAD
COLLEGE PARK
MEIJER
OFFICE DEPOT
MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS
(FOOD COURT ENTRANCE)

Cost is

nly$1 0

M-TH until 10:20pm, FRI until 6:00pm
LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U. MILLETT
LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U. MILLETI
6:45
6:50
6:55
7:00
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
7:05
7:10
7:15
7:20
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:00
7:25
7:30
7:35
7:40
9:05
9:10
9:15
9:20
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:00
9:25
9:30
9:35
9:40
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:20
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
10:05
10:10
10:15
10:20
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:00
9:05
9:10
9:15
9:20
9:25
9:30
9:35
9:40
M-TH until 9:55pm, FRI until 5:55pm
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
NUTTER STUD. FOREST COLLEGE VILLAGE WOODS MILLETT LOT 20
10:05 10:10
10:15
10:20
CENTER UNION
LANE
10:25 10:30
10:35
10:40
I
I
7:15
7:20
7:30
7:35
7:50
10:45 10:50
10:55
11:00
I
I
7:30
8:05
7:50
7:35
7:45
8:05
8:50
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:30
8:35
12:20
12:15
12:05 12:10
8:20
8:25
8:30
8:45
8:50
9:05
8:35
12:40
12:25 12:30
12:35
9:10
9:20
9:35
9:50
9:05
9:15
9:30
1:00
12:45 12:50
12:55
9:20
9:50
10:05
9:25
9:30
9:45
9:35
1:05
1:10
1:15
1:20
10:35 . 10:50
10:05
10:10
10:15
10:20
10:30
1:25
1:30
1:40
1:35
10:50 11:05
10:20
10:25
10:30
10:45
10:35
1:45
1:50
2:00
1:55
11:35
11:50
11:05
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:15
2:10
2:05
2:15
2:20
11:50
12:05
11:20
11:25
11:45
11:30
11:35
2:30
2:25
2:35
2:40
12:35
12:30
12:50
12:05
12:10
12:15
12:20
2:50
2:55
2:45
3:00
12:50
12:45
1:05
12:20
12:25
12:30
12:35
3:10
3:15
3:20
3:05
. I
1:30
1:20
1:35
1:50
1:10
1:05
1:15
3:30
3:40
3:25
3:35
1:45
1:50
1:35
2:05
1:20
1:30
I
1:25
3:50
3:55
4:00
3:45
2:30
2:20
2:35
2:50
2:05
2:10
2:15
I
4:10
4:05
4:15
4:20
2:45
2:35
2:50
2:20
2:30
2:25
3:05
3:10
4:30
4:40
4:25
4:35
3:20
3:30
3:35
3:50
3:15
3:05
3:10
3:55
4:45
4:50
4:55
5:00
3:35
3:45
3:30
3:50
3:25
4:05
I
5:10
5:05
5:15
5:20
4:20
4:15
4:30
4:10
4:35
4:50
4:55
5:30
5:25
5:35
5:40
5:20
5:15
5:30
5:10
5:50
5:55
5:35
5:50
5:45
6:00
5:55
6:20
6:15
6:10
6:30
6:55
6:35
6:50
6:10
6:05
6:15
6:20
7:15
7:20
7:10
7:30
8:03
7:35
7:50
6:30
6:35
6:40
6:25
8:15
8:20
8:30
8:50
8:55
8:35
6:50
6:55
6:45
7:00
9:15
9:20
9:30
9:35
9:50
9:55
7:10
7:15
7:05

9:30
9:35
9:40
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
10:05
10:15
10:35

..

10:45
10:50
10:55
11:00
11:05
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:30
11_:50

12:00
12:05
12:10
12:15
12:20
12:25
12:30
12:35
12:45
1:05

1:15
1:20
1:25
1:30
1:35
1:40
1:45 ·
1:50
2:00
2:20

3:00
3:05
3:15
3:35

3:45
3:50
3:55
4:00
4:05
4:10
4:15
4:20
4:30
4:50

5:00
5:05
5:10
5:15
5:20
5:25
5:30
5:35
5:45
6:05

,

6:15
6:20
6:25
6:30
6:35
6:40
6:45
6:50
7:00
7:20
*D

7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:00
8:05
8:15
8:35

*9:00
*9:05
*9:10
*9:15

